CHAPTER XIV BAROMETRIC FLUCTUATIONS
The pressure of the atmosphere undergoes changes that may be classified as seasonal, regional, storm, "ripple/' diurnal, semidiurnal, and tidal. Most of these have already briefly been referred to, but they deserve further and separate consideration.
Seasonal Pressure Changes. — Since the atmosphere both expands and becomes more humid with increase of temperature, and, when cooled, contracts and also loses moisture, it follows that the resulting circulation (due to gravity) decreases the mass of air, and, therefore, its pressure over places at, or near, sea level in any warming region; and increases it, and its pressure at similar levels over cooling regions. Hence, in general, the normal reading of the barometer at sea level is greater during winter than summer. It is not much greater, however — perhaps 2 or 3 millimeters on the average — since the viscosity of the atmosphere is too small to enable it to maintain any considerable pressure gradient. At places of high elevation the average actual (not reduced) pressure is less during winter than summer, because of the increased density, during the colder season, of the lower air.
The approximate level at which January and July pressures, say, are equal may be computed as follows:
Let the sea-level pressures differ by 2.5 mm. and let the January temperature of the lower air be 20° C. colder than that of July. The pressure difference represents a stratum of the lower air about 27 meters thick, while the temperature difference is, roughly, 0.075 of the absolute temperature. Hence, under the above conditions, the height h at which the January and July pressures are the same is given approximately by the equation:
,      27 meters      Oft
h = — -~~ — = 360 meters.
In. addition to this seasonal pressure change over the whole of the northern and southern hemispheres, complicated to some extent by local conditions and the shifting of the belts of high pressure, there also are similar, but greater, pressure changes between the continents (high in winter, low in summer) and oceans (high in summer, low in winter) of each hemisphere itself. .This pressure swing between continent and ocean is due to the fact that the summer temperature of the land is much higher and its winter temperature much lower than that of the water.
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